The moduli space of flat SL(2, R)-connections modulo gauge transformations on the torus may be described by ordered pairs of commuting SL(2, R) matrices modulo simultaneous conjugation by SL(2, R) matrices. Their spectral properties allow a classification of the equivalence classes, and a unique canonical form is given for each of these. In this way the moduli space becomes explicitly parametrized, and has a simple structure, resembling that of a cell complex, allowing it to be depicted. Finally, a Hausdorff topology based on this classification and parametrization is proposed.
Introduction
Moduli spaces of flat G-connections over a Riemann surface M have attracted a vast amount of attention in the mathematics and physics literature. For instance they are of interest as the space of solutions of Chern-Simons theory, and much effort has been devoted to studying their geometry, both as symplectic stratified spaces [1, 2, 3] , and from the point of view of algebraic geometry [4] . In most cases the group G is chosen to be compact, and frequently the Riemann surface is taken to be of genus greater than or equal to 2.
As shown by Witten [5] , Chern-Simons theories with certain non-compact groups G are relevant for the study of 2 + 1-dimensional gravity. When the cosmological constant is negative, G is isomorphic to SL(2, R) × SL(2, R), and the theory effectively splits into two Chern-Simons theories with group SL (2, R) . This approach has been a useful starting point for describing the quantum theory of 2 + 1 gravity [6, 7] . Our own interest in the moduli space of flat SL(2, R) connections on the torus arose precisely from attempts to understand 2 + 1 quantum gravity with negative cosmological constant on the torus, from a non-local geometry perspective [8, 9] .
Indeed, non-local geometry plays a key role in simplifying the analysis of the moduli space of smooth flat G-connections on M modulo smooth gauge transformations, an infinite-dimensional space divided by the action of an infinite-dimensional group. It is well-known that this space may be identified with Hom(π 1 (M), G)/G, where G acts by conjugation, by using the holonomy of the connections. This fact may be regarded as a special case of the main result in [10] , following earlier work by Barrett [11] , which makes precise the correspondence between smooth connections, not-necessarily-flat, and "holonomy assignments" obeying a suitable smoothness condition. The reduction to Hom(π 1 (M), G)/G, in the case of flat connections, gives a finite-dimensional perspective on the moduli space whose importance has been emphasized by Huebschmann in several mathscinet reviews.
The purpose of this communication is to show that for G = SL(2, R) and M of genus 1, the non-local geometry viewpoint leads to a completely explicit description of the moduli space by using only elementary tools of linear algebra. This is appealing, since moduli spaces tend to be complicated spaces, requiring sophisticated tools, e.g. of algebraic geometry, for their description. The main observation is that π 1 of the torus T 2 is the free abelian group on two generators, and therefore a homomorphism from π 1 (T 2 ) to SL(2, R) is given by an ordered pair (U 1 , U 2 ) of commuting SL(2, R) elements, being the images of the two generators under the homomorphism. That the matrices commute imposes restrictions on the spectral properties of the matrices in each pair, which we then classify. Further, these pairs are identified up to simultaneous conjugation by elements of SL(2, R), which allows us to find a unique canonical form for each equivalence class. These results are given in the theorem in Section 2. As a consequence we obtain a full and explicit parametrization of the moduli space, allowing its structure to be visualized.
Several informal treatments of the moduli space under discussion, or closely related ones, have appeared in the physics literature [12, 13] , [14] (G = ISO(2, 1)), [15] (M the Klein bottle), [16] (G = SL(2, C)). Our rigorous approach via the spectrum and canonical forms may also be adaptable to other moduli spaces, and also suggests a natural choice of topology on the moduli space, which we discuss in Section 3. In contrast with other authors [14, 17] , who have proposed a non-Hausdorff topology, this topology is Hausdorff, essentially since it separates pairs with spectra of different types. As a final remark, a treatment of a supersymmetric version of the moduli space was given by Mikovic and one of the authors in [18] .
2 The moduli space of flat SL(2, R)-connections on the torus
As stated in the introduction, flat SL(2, R)-connections, modulo gauge transformations, on the torus T 2 are in one-to-one correspondence with group homomorphisms from π 1 (T 2 ) to SL(2, R), modulo conjugation by an element of SL(2, R). Geometrically this conjugation corresponds to gauge transformations in the fibre over the base point of the fundamental group. The fundamental group of the torus is the free abelian group on two generators, and thus a homomorphism π 1 (T 2 ) → SL(2, R) is specified by two commuting SL(2, R) matrices, the values of the homomorphism on two generating cycles of the fundamental group. (We will deal throughout with the defining 2 × 2 matrix representation of SL(2, R), as opposed to the abstract Lie group.) The conjugation action of SL(2, R) on a homomorphism corresponds to simultaneous conjugation of these two elements by the same element of SL(2, R). Therefore our moduli space M is defined to be
We start by recalling the classification of a single SL(2, R) matrix U in terms of its spectral properties:
A) U has two real eigenvalues λ and λ −1 ;
B) U has one real eigenvalue ±1 with an eigenspace of dimension two; C) U has one real eigenvalue ±1 with an eigenspace of dimension one; D) U has no real eigenvalues.
These cases may be partly distinguished by the trace of U: case A) corresponds to |tr U| > 2, cases B) and C) to |tr U| = 2, and case D) to |tr U| < 2. In case A) U may be conjugated to diagonal form:
In case B)
In case C) U may be conjugated to upper-triangular Jordan canonical form
In case D) U has complex conjugate eigenvalues e ±iθ , and may be conjugated to the form of a rotation matrix by a negative angle (real Jordan canonical form)
If we introduce an equivalence relation on SL(2, R) matrices
then the diagonal or Jordan canonical forms above provide a natural choice of representative for each equivalence class, which is furthermore unique, except for the order of the eigenvalues on the diagonal in case A). The analogous problem to be solved here is to find a natural and unique canonical form for commuting pairs of SL(2, R) matrices up to simultaneous conjugation by elements of SL(2, R). We remark that the restriction to conjugation by SL(2, R) elements instead of GL(2, R) elements has consequences even for a single matrix. For instance the rotation matrices for angles θ and −θ are only conjugate when using GL(2, R) elements, not when using SL(2, R) elements (see the proof below).
Theorem Let (U 1 , U 2 ) be a pair of commuting SL(2, R) matrices. In terms of the previous spectral classification into types A)-D), the possible combinations of types for (U 1 , U 2 ) are (A,A), (C,C), (D,D), (B, * ) and ( * , B), where * denotes any type. Under simultaneous conjugation by S ∈ SL(2, R), any pair may be put uniquely into one of the following forms: (AB) U 2 is equal to plus or minus the identity matrix, and thus is unaffected by any conjugation. U 1 may be conjugated into a unique diagonal form with the first diagonal entry of modulus less than 1 by a matrix S ∈ SL(2, R), as in the previous case.
(BB) Trivial, since both U 1 and U 2 are equal to plus or minus the identity matrix.
(BC) U 2 may be conjugated into the unique (Jordan) form ǫ 2 1 0 ǫ 2 , by S ′ ∈ GL(2, R), where the first column of S ′ is an eigenvector of U 2 with eigenvalue ǫ 2 = ±1. If det S ′ > 0, conjugating by S = 1/(det S ′ ) 1/2 S ′ ∈ SL(2, R) also puts U 2 into the same Jordan form. Otherwise, conjugating by
puts U 2 into an alternative standard form
Thus any pair of type (BC) is equivalent to a unique pair of the form (BC) in the theorem.
(BD) U 2 may be conjugated uniquely into the real Jordan form
real and b > 0, by S ′ ∈ GL(2, R) . Since a 2 + b 2 = det U 2 = 1, one may set a = cos φ, b = − sin φ, with π < φ < 2π. If det S ′ > 0, conjugating by S = 1/(det S ′ ) 1/2 S ′ ∈ SL(2, R) also puts U 2 into the same real Jordan form. Otherwise, conjugating by
shows that the matrices in Jordan form and its transposed form are not conjugate if the conjugating matrix S belongs to SL(2, R). Thus any pair of type (BD) is equivalent to a unique pair of the form (BD) in the theorem.
(CC) U 1 may be conjugated into the unique Jordan form
Since U 1 and U 2 commute, v ′ 1 is also an eigenvector of U 2 (corresponding to the eigenvalue ǫ 2 ). Now
be given by tan α = c and sgn cos α = sgn det S ′ . Setṽ 1 = (1/ cos α)v ′ 1 ,ṽ 2 = v ′ 2 . Now U 1ṽ2 = cos αṽ 1 + ǫ 1ṽ2 and U 2ṽ2 = sin αṽ 1 + ǫ 2ṽ2 , and thus the matrixS with columns v 1 andṽ 2 , and positive determinant, conjugates U 1 and U 2 into the form (CC) above. The same holds for S = (1/ detS 1/2 )S ∈ SL(2, R). This form is unique, since suppose R) . This implies c = 0, cos α/ cos β = sin α/ sin β = a/d > 0, hence α = β.
(DD) Regarded as complex matrices U 1 and U 2 each have two conjugate complex eigenvalues of modulus 1, say e iθ and e −iθ for U 1 and e iφ and e −iφ for U 2 . Let u 1 be a joint eigenvector of U 1 and U 2 . Without loss of generality we may suppose that U 1 u 1 = e iθ u 1 , U 2 u 1 = e iφ u 1 . Then u 2 :=ū 1 is a joint eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalues e −iθ and e −iφ respectively. Changing to a real basis v 1 = u 1 + u 2 , v 2 = −iu 1 + iu 2 , U 1 and U 2 act as follows:
Thus U 1 and U 2 are simultaneously conjugated into the form DD) in the theorem by the matrix S ′ ∈ GL(2, R) which has columns v 1 and v 2 . If det S ′ > 0, then conjugating by S = 1/(det S ′ ) 1/2 S ′ ∈ SL(2, R) also puts U 1 and U 2 into the same form. If det S ′ < 0, then the matrixS with columns −v 1 and v 2 has positive determinant, and conjugating with S = (1/ detS) 1/2S ∈ SL(2, R) puts U 1 and U 2 into the form DD) with the replacements θ → 2π − θ and φ → 2π − φ. Uniqueness of the form DD) follows from the fact that the only conjugate pair of that form with the same spectrum consists of the transposed matrices, but, as in the case (BD) above, a matrix of this form and its transpose are not conjugate if the conjugating matrix S belongs to SL(2, R). Thus any pair of type (DD) is equivalent to a unique pair of the form (DD) in the theorem.
Discussion
The theorem implies that we have an explicit parametrization of the moduli space, which may be used to depict it. As a final point we wish to discuss the question of putting an appropriate topology on the moduli space. The result of the theorem, and the depiction of the moduli space in figure 4 which it gives rise to, suggest a first natural choice, namely the topology induced by this representation as a subspace of R 3 . In this topology the moduli space, although not a manifold, is Hausdorff, and becomes a (non-compact) manifold after excluding the four points corresponding to BB pairs. In slightly different but related contexts the topology on the moduli space was found to be non-Hausdorff. In [17] Ashtekar and Lewandowski studied the topology on the moduli space of all SU(1, 1) connections (not just flat ones) modulo gauge transformations, using as a starting point a topology on the space of all connections compatible with the affine structure. Endowing the moduli space with the quotient topology, gave rise to a non-Hausdorff topology. Louko and Marolf in [14] considered flat ISO(2, 1) connections, and used the quotient topology induced from the topology on ISO(2, 1) × ISO(2, 1), also giving a non-Hausdorff topology on the resulting moduli space. The comparison between these approaches leads one to suspect that one should "constrain before topologizing" in order to achieve the best-behaved topology.
We propose that the most appropriate topology to choose is that induced by the parametrization of the theorem, but taking the eleven sectors (AA1) to (DD) to be mutually separated. Mathematically the separation between matrices of type A (two one-dimensional eigenspaces), type B (one two-dimensional eigenspace), type C (one one-dimensional eigenspace) and type D (no eigenspaces) is justified by the difference between them in a discrete spectral attribute (the number and dimension of their eigenspaces). Physically one might argue that there is a significant difference between a connection whose parallel transport around a non-trivial cycle is trivial after every iteration (ǫ i = 1, i = 1, 2), or every two iterations (ǫ i = −1, i = 1, 2), and one whose parallel transport converges or diverges exponentially in the diagonal entries on iteration. In this topology each sector is separately a manifold of dimension 0, 1 or 2, with each sector in turn consisting of separated components. 
